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Nahri is not-for-profit powered by the industry expertise and intellectual rigor and strength of some of Australia’s leading
education, health, employment advisers, and business consultants.
Established in 2000, we employ and engage leading thinkers and specialists to provide independent policy analysis and
advice to business, community and all levels of government concerning all aspects of Aboriginal affairs. We pride
ourselves on delivering innovative best practice solutions to our clients. Leaders in community, business and government
trust our people to analyze complex issues and provide quality rigorous assessment across all stages of the indigenous
policy making and business cycles. Our people have helped tackle some of the most challenging issues in education,
business and community in Indigenous Australia.

Our Vision
Performance can make a big difference to the success of any organisation. Nahri recognizes the importance and value of
Aboriginal Australia’s culture and heritage as an essential core element of our national identity. We believe we are
grounded in learning about and understanding and embracing Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander people’s histories and
recognising their place in shaping our collective futures for our Australian nation.
We believe that true engagement and consultation paves the way for understanding and respect. Reconciliation is about
acknowledging the past to better forge partnerships for the future. Nahri confirms that it is committed to respecting the
traditional culture and heritage of the traditional first nations who continue to occupy the land upon which our businesses
now stand. We also understand and recognise that the overarching objective of Nahri is to break the cycle of poverty of
our Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander people and our new generations. Our reputation, integrity, high performance is
what drives us, it also defines us. We believe the two foremost essentials driving our success are customer service and
performance. Nahri is driven by creativity, directed by strategy, focused on performance and client satisfaction.

“Nahri” means Games, Play, Corroboree – Yugembah language of the Bundjalung nation TM
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Water Mobo – Water Tomorrow Healthy Water Awareness Program
The Aims of the Campaign
•

To increase public awareness of the health benefits to children and young people of drinking adequate
levels of water regularly throughout the school day.

•

To improve the quality of provision and access to fresh drinking water in primary and secondary schools

The reasons for the campaign
The campaign will be launched in response to extensive lobbying by the medical profession, particularly by
school nurses and children’s continence advisors, who were concerned that school children do not drink
enough water at school – and that the resulting dehydration contributes to several short and long-term
health problems, including bladder and bowel problems. Our research indicates that there is a significant
gap in this area as well as significant anecdotal evidence that something needs to be done to curb the
deaths of indigenous youth on through poor health standards.
Water Mobo is designed for all Australians, however, we need to seriously close the gap on Indigenous
disadvantage by providing greater access to water and healthy messaging for residents of Aboriginal &
Torres Strait Islander communities. Water Mobo will engage in community consultations, engagement is a
critical element. In each community, partnerships are developed with local organisations and other
government agencies enabling the use of local networks and knowledge. Water Mobo Remote combines
best-practice theoretical and practical health education and training, with a strong emphasis on drinking
clean water awareness. It includes theory and practical lessons on a range of healthy topics such as drinking
clean water regularly. Participants also learn about the responsibilities of being a model for others with
leading with living a clean healthy lifestyle through eating and drinking water.

Water is Cool for Schools – “Being a Water Baby” - Curriculum Support Package
Water, Health and Learning
Our National Healthy Water Education Program will centre its focus on targeting all Australian schools and
providing a suite of provide a fun, interactive performance sessions and entertainment education activities
for students of all ages. The key messaging with be healthy lifestyles with clean water as a focus to drink
regularly as an alternative to sugar based drinks (soft drinks). The major aspect of the program will be
utilisation of our key Australian animal ambassadors.
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Cartoon mascots telling Aboriginal Dreaming stories with a healthy water message
Our mascots will provide an entertainment educational show/display for schools as our team will dress up
in our mascot’s suits to meet and greet children and staff. On the products, including our water bottles is
key fact messaging promoting health and the importance of drinking clean water. Our team will also design
and showcase our educational resources from the years K-12, for students as well as teacher teaching
resource kits to be used as part of the school curriculum.
Developed by experienced school teachers and health professionals, this package provides support in
several subjects studied by students in Australian schools. The package consists of:

• Lesson Plans
• Fact Sheets
• Learning Experiences
• Activity Booklets
• Healthy Recipes
• Suggested learning experiences
• Unit plans
• Suggested Water is Cool in Schools Policy
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